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T

he idea of setting the fire on all that has been written has not yet coalesced as a
thought in your brain. A shadow of its shadow flickers, and it rises in you as nothing more clever
than anger. The single flame of a desire so far thwarted. You have no water to put it out, so you
let its burning move you forward.
You close the book and drop it. You did not intend your sigh to be bitter, but you sigh and it
is bitter nonetheless. It comes out that way, it is what it is. You are still here, still in this Library of
scrambled books, unfindable maps, galling infinity and no Index Volume in sight.
You glare at the Library, that Entity that is both singular and infinite, as if your glowering
might provoke it to give up a message or spill a secret or open one of its many locked Doors or at
least provide you with some physical evidence of a hint: a hair from her head, a cacao bean in
the shape of the pineal gland, a grainy photograph of him and her meeting in the western wing
of the Sun Palace. Your glare deepens: any hint will do. The Library does not directly respond,
other than to continue to exist as the Tree of Portals, that alive, breathing, sentient, never-ending,
shape-shifting, irritating House that shelves all of the stories in existence and connects dimensions
to levels to worlds through its uncountable portals.
The mythic, towering tree. You hate it, if confessions are to be extracted from your cranium.
And they are.
You traverse its everlasting innards, climbing upwards, feet and flesh protesting, lungs
wheezing. Mossy stairs wind like a single DNA helix around the central trunk leading both up
and down, with primeval wooden shelves of books organized along the walls like the turbinate
vertebrae of a mammoth beast. Coiling up to the levels of higher stories, snaking down to the
chambers of deeper ones. The stairs wind past many floors, each level boasting both a locked
Door (supposedly leading to a new branch or to a leaf chamber) and some other unique attribute
to fill the space: a plush red chair, a study desk with a complimentary ballpoint pen, moth-eaten
tapestries, a modern steel filing cabinet, an antediluvian record player, cardboard boxes of books
yet unpacked, life-sized copper sculptures of naked men and women, a yoni-shaped window like
a portal to the sky outside.

After you try the door on the next level (yes, locked) you blindly stretch towards one of the
living shelves and pull down a leather bound ledger. Engraved in gold on the cover are the letters
b, o, n, d, a, g, e, s, b, e, f, e, l, l, although not in that order but in this order: GOLDEN ELF BABES.
The author’s name is marked as Anu Nah Key. You flip it open to a thin page but the text makes
zero sense, as though it is written in alien cypher, as if it belongs to a foreign fable and your
robotic brain cannot translate the code 010101 into Spanish, English, Swahili, any language at
all. This book too you close and then drop.
Another sigh. Another acidic exhale.
Nothing means anything to you, you cannot find what you’re looking for, and the one who is
tracking you is drawing closer. You are that one’s quarry. And your own quarry? So elusive it
might as well be a mystery you seek. Not only where is it but what is it are the questions you label
colossally annoying, although at least you know what it is not, not GOLDEN ELF BABES nor any
of the other books you have inspected, drummed your fingers across, paged through or discarded
by dropping. You will know it, of that you have no question.
But where is it, and what is it? With each passing moment, what you seek morphs from one
monstrous form to another. Is it a book you are looking for, or a story? An author? A single Leaf
inside a massive encyclopedia of Plays? An archetypical joke? An Original Recording first taped
by the Song Mage in the Central Land? A Codebook? A Composition that Composes? A Map to
the Holy Grail? Are these questions really pointing to the same object, the same quest?
That which you search to find.
As your test.
In this cursed University for Mages.
Earlier today or more likely æons ago, you had left your old life behind when you knocked on
the Door at the base of the Great Tree. Waiting for the Door to open or not open, you had
studied the corrugated tree bark, the carven frame, the nondescript handle, the black fractal
hinges. You pinpointed the exact place the trunk became a thick root kinking above ground and
then disappearing down into loam. A gentle wind scattered the fall leaves across your feet. You
shivered from the caress of the wind, from fear that the Door would not be opened for you.
Fear that it would.
Finally after the pregnant pause of the cosmos, when even the wind waited, the Portal
Keeper in his hooded dark garb had opened the Door. Yes it had creaked, a long prophesy of
opening. So accurately did he resemble a Shadow that you weren’t sure whether to believe in him
or not. You had stared at him or perhaps he stared at you from within the abyss of that ineffable
hood. After he had finished observing you, the Portal Keeper handed you your own hooded black
cloak that you assumed to be your initiate’s uniform. When you had taken it, your fingers had felt
his fingers, and they were warm and alive. He was not some ghostly or dead or metaphorical

master of gates, oh no. Not a figment of your imagination, not a symbol of keys and hoods. But
real. Flesh. Hot. Blood and body.
And so the Portal Keeper had granted you entrance, giving you one task. But what did he
mean?
LEAVE.
Another book reaches out and touches your fingertips or you reach out and touch its spine or
perhaps these actions are simultaneous, perhaps these sensations coincide temporally speaking.
But before you even unshelve it you know. Another book that is not the right one.
Another sigh, this one more sulphurous than the last.
In deference to your inability to so far succeed, the Library is infinite, so precisely speaking,
it’s no wonder you can’t find it. Its location is anything but precise. Actually that is not true; its
location is probably quite precise; it is your knowledge of this precision that is lacking. You don’t
even know where to start, because you do not understand the patterning and composition of the
Tree of Portals, it was never a subject in grade school, never squeezed in between the subjects
spelling and math. And there is no index, no map. There is no system of order here, no proper
organization of the material. Or if there is, it has wholly escaped you with its completely
devastating illogic.
You frown at the disaster that is the Library, allowing a surface grumpiness so that the
deeper fires that burn will not spark a serious conflagration that would have eternal repercussions
you’d rather not deal with. You can feel your lower lip jutting out like a child about to have a
tantrum. Before the tantrum can arise you force your limbs to climb. Your eyes to look. There are
shapes around you. You identify them, sulkily. Tomes with pages. Books with Leaves. Scrolls of
paper. Manuscripts made of letters, letters made of characters. Books opening to Words. Locked
Doors supposedly opening to Worlds. You get even more descriptive: books taken off shelves and
stacked neatly on the ground in cunning piles for some unknown purpose. Tomes tossed about at
random, their askew pages resembling the wings of birds.
Whether shelved or unshelved, each tiny, enormous or mediocrely sized heap of books
seems both random and yet organized in some fashion that wholly eludes you. Thin spines of
fiction lie with fat spines of non-fiction, glossy coloured biography huddles with knock knock
jokes and other humour, poetry and quantum physics sit dusty sleeve to sleeve. Philosophical
discourse leans against hard backed folktale and neuroscience and sociology stack with children’s
picture books. The complete lack of classification is driving you mad, and yet, there is something
about the groupings that hints at a deeper blueprint. One you cannot see and know you will
never be cognizant of. Ever. Not even after a gazillion units of time.
Who has organized the Library this way? Or, who has unorganized it? Is it ostensibly
unorganized or is it secretly organized or is the double edged question simply the sign of your

own lack of mirrorcode technology, your own mild case of crazy? And where, you are desperate
to know, can you get a cup of coffee?
The scent of coffee remains missing; you understand nothing of this place. Complex: even
this word is useless, it cannot even hint at the reality of the mysterious puzzle, the babbling
prison, and your mind cuts the word into its respective letters and scrambles all meaning:
Poxclem, Mexclop. The C, the E, the X, what the heck? You need a compass, you need a
navigation volume, directions, a map, you need a fucking clue.
The books leer at you, they grin wickedly, they wait, they watch, they ignore you, they
whisper me me pick me, but all of them are lying. All of them, lying in wait to spellbind some
particular reader.
Not you.
STAR MAKER by Olaf Stapledon. No.
ANIMUS AND ANIMA, Emma Jung. No.
Donnelly’s RAGNAROK: THE AGE OF FIRE AND GRAVEL. No.
Tareh Stone’s CELL GAMES. No.
Grumpiness threatens to grow into rage. You box the rage in another box somewhere in the
vicinity of your liver and instead of all eternal hell breaking loose, you allow a stronger grumpy
to well up. Your test has a temporal demarcation, your success must not take the entire round of
eternity. You don’t have all millennium; you are in fact working on a tight schedule due to the
imminent planetary war and the problems with the Shadow being allowed in and all, and the
urgency you have swallowed is now poking you in the solar plexus. As if they are poking you. You
can just imagine the Hood Mage’s black stare, the Eye Mage’s eyes boring into you, as if you are
the most boring thing she ever had the tedious job of Watching.
Yes, this is the School for Wizards, and yes you have a task, a test, a mission. Are you going
to complain about said task or simply classify it under EPIC and continue your attempts to
complete it? You’re the one who signed up for this impossible course. Course Impossible this for
up signed who? Yes, you.
And the one who is chasing you is drawing nearer.
Okay, okay.
You take two exaggerated steps, dramatically snatch up a book, wave it about with idiotic
grin as if they or someone else is your audience, as if you have finally found what has eluded
every seeker since primeval times. REARRANGING SLAVEHOOD, the title reads. You hate it
immediately, it with its meaning so obviously hidden yet so obviously known by its author, its
irritating attempt to sound brainy and perceptive. You shove it back, in the wrong spot on

purpose, arbitrarily snatch up another. DOGS AND GODS: THE MIRRORCODE TECHNOLOGY. It’s
not the right story, not the one you’re looking for, but you flip it open to a page, also random. You
read three sentences and forget each word instantly. This book, too, you put back in the wrong
place, if there can be a wrong place when every volume is indiscriminately scattered. Another.
THE FIREKEEPER’S DARK OUTPOST. Another. PENDULUMS FOR PROCESSING NADA. Another.
LARYNX GLEE EXPOSTULATION. Another. SEVER NO FEATHER. Another. BLANK BOOK
ENGINEERING. Another. Another.
No more. The titles alone are killing you. You wouldn’t read them for all the tea in Tibet.
The hidden urgency pokes again, not so hidden. The flame threatens to spark but instead
you roll your eyes, a mental movement only. Okay. Okay.
So far, you have been searching randomly through the Tree of Portals. There is not exactly
a time limit to becoming a Mage, and the deadlines for your assignment have been forgotten, at
least by you, even though you know the deadline is now, or passed, or just perfectly unattainable.
You wonder if you have grown old. If time has stopped. If it has been minutes, hours, centuries,
decades, moons, eternity multiplied by æons to the power of forever cubed by spirals. Time
becomes non-time in the Tree. You could not say how long, not if someone offered to pay you a
barely liftable stack of gold bars, the proverbial three magic wishes, a christmas dinner, your
heart’s desire. The only marker of time you have is your own fatigue, which has expanded into a
bent-backed behemoth who has taken up residence on your shoulders, perched there like a
monstrous bird the weight of a planet.
Your slapdash search is over. Just hoping you will find it is not enough. You will not find
what you are looking for when you are looking in this way: you attempt to do the math to
calculate the probability of you haphazardly finding the book you seek, but the numbers are too
immense to work with. Rounded, it reads like this: probability: nil. You knew you knew this
before, but it has taken you seven or seven hundred days of searching to acknowledge this out
loud and to yourself, so to speak. This particular truth cannot be hidden any longer, it was
ludicrous to try, but to you the alternative had not been one, you had not wanted to accept it.
A tremor wings through your chest cavity.
The alternative?
No. Yes.
You will have to find the one who knows the location of the Index Key, that tricky Compass,
the one who knows where the Volume is that can tell you where all the other volumes are located.
You will have to find the one who Keeps these Books. The Book Keeper? The Story Seer? The
Map Maker? The One Who Prints in Blue? Whatever the name of this one, you must find this

Librarian. You must know how this is ordered in order to find it. You must know how it was
designed in order to de-sign it.
Only then can you Leave.
Your heart rises, or sinks.
You suspect this one will be found only if you look (and quite possibly not even then), so
you force your body into movement. As you pass the yoni-shaped window on this level, you pause
to look out. You are high up the Central Trunk already, at least higher than when you started,
and can see mostly azure sky, with some tree branches tunnelling outwards from the main
column. No clouds. The clarity of the sky makes your head seem even more muddled, like a
labyrinth of foggy forever turns.
You continue your climb up the staircase, from level to level, continually surprised at the
living geometry of this æonian spiral. It winds. It whirls. It is dizzy. It is heavy. Actually, it is your
feet that are heavy. To be more precise, it is your mind allowing that your feet are heavy. You
decide that preciseness is important, precisely because it would solve your current predicament, if
Libraries knew about such things. Or if their Makers knew about such things. The Library
Maker. The fucking Book Collector. The Great Hoarder of Words, the Organizer of Levels. All
he or she had to do was catalogue the books according to theme or author, provide an Index Key,
and let the Library patrons know its position, if not momentum. It is a simple question: who
makes this book? Decurion Nemeth. Who made this one? Sir William Shakespeare. Shakespeare
makes another play at Playing. Authors. Makers. Creators who Leave Words on a Leaf. Who
wrote it? Not a difficult question, not a unique concept. Libraries everywhere complied, from the
one in Carp, Ontario to the one in Ungit Bay, seven galaxies to the left, past the convenience
store on the corner. If only this Helix Library would acknowledge Who? and do so along with a
simple location system, you could find your Story rather easily. Type your name into the
computer and boom, va-voom, finisho. “Section Ivy, Level 7, Chamber 88990, Shelf 22.” Or
whatever.
But you know this is not so. No, the story you are looking for is not authored by any author
other than the original one, and if this one has a name, you do not know it. The author is not
you, exactly. The author is you, although not exactly. You remember nothing. Your task burns.
Leave.
So you must climb. There are stairs, after all. There is disorganized shelving, messy and
peculiar. So. You have to find the Story Keeper. You climb and climb and climb and look and
look and look. You are bored with fury. You are uninterested with rage. You are flat despite the
infinite winding. You cannot believe you are doing this but you are so you reluctantly assume

belief. Every chamber you search this one is not there, though you can feel his or her Presence
ahead, only just a few more levels, only a few floors between you. You try to let go of the whining
going on in your head. Lots of buts, excuses and blaming going on in there. Blaming the Makers,
the Fakers, the girl who got you here, the boy whose fault it was, the pain in your chest, the
absence of feeling in your fingertips, the goddamned and obviously undivine lack of elevator, the
throbbing in your temples, the catch in your throat, you, you, you who agreed in the first place to
this comic and preposterous task, you you you who agreed to find the One Story, the one that all
others are derived from, the One that gives Context to All Others, the Story of the Stories. An
impossible task, and yet. You have an elysian feeling that you are going to kill the Librarian on
first sight, damned the key to the secrets you require. Damned Wizard. Why are you becoming
one anyway, are Mages in demand in your town or are you just a glutton for tormented calf
muscles and mental mazes and empyrean pains in the neck.
The Librarian will not know who you are—will he?
Will you know him, or her? Will his face reflect a memory that waits inside you to be
recalled? Another shudder of fear cuts you. This one is sharper, closer to the surface. Urgency
seizes your body. You quicken your pace.
The Library grows still. It was quiet before but you feel it descending into a vast stillness,
and your awareness of its sentience gathers into your third eye, your heart’s crown, your left toe.
It watches you watch it. Your thoughts dissolve. You inhale and exhale as though the air of the
Library is its Message and you are assimilating said clue with every cycle of respiration.
Breath moves through your lungs, your ribcage, your kidneys.
A tremor moves through your sub-atoms, your nerves, your veins, the blades of your bones.
In this percolating Silence, that tremor grows wider and stronger; it encompasses your
whole being. It begins to lead you, like a compass of buoyant vibration. You usually do everything
you can to distract yourself from this unspeakably central tremor, this ineffably central direction,
but today, in the nowness of the Library, you have faced something and there is suddenly no way
to forget what you normally forget to feel.
What you can’t remember is killing you.
But what are you forgetting?
Nothing. Answers. But the Silence between us.
What are you forgetting?
Something infinitely tiny, galaxially vast. You are locked out.

With a sudden eruption of rage you leap towards the nearest Door and pull the handle but it
too is locked, you wrench harder because god it would be good if your force was the answer, you
shake it and push and pull and pound but all you create is sore hands and angry muscles and
pumping blood and a startled sound that you emit accidentally.
A voice of madness, a wild keening that scares you when you realize it is you who is making
it. You cut off the noise mid-expression. You have never heard anything so terrible.
You shut your mouth and clamp your jaw, you box the rage in another box in the folds of
your liver and this time you add a padlock.
Shhhhhhhh, be quiet.
Sweat breaks into tiny beads along the skin of your forehead.
That is not the way to Leave.
You climb.
You climb for so long that you wonder how many decades have passed putting one foot
above the other, how many times you thigh muscles have lifted, your ankles flexed to raise your
feet. You climb for so long you forget everything but the gyrating motion of ascend, the rise
towards zenith, the the despair of nothing but another stair. You are bitter with wonder about
how it is you’ve walked for years without water. Maybe years. Perhaps it has only been a day,
maybe two, two hundred.
And then it happens. You are curving towards the next floor, and your body stops. You did
not think about stopping and then stop, your body simply stops. In the stillness of this pause, you
know that somebody is waiting above. Your fingers are trembling. You consider turning around
and sprinting down the stairs at breakneck speed. You turn and contemplate the dizzying fall
down through the babel of the books. You almost go. Going, gone. But going—where?
Nowhere.
There is nowhere for you to go. You can think of other places, but you cannot think of a
single other place that you could go right now, not even the molecule of a chance. Back is the
prison you came from. And while forward may bring you face to face with the nemesis known as
the Shadow you Left for Yourself, you have decided that prisons no longer work for you, you can
no longer sleep through their nine to fives supposedly alive. But no pulse.
Something impossible pulses in you, and suddenly you want your prison back.
Yes. No.

Your protesting feet take the last few steps and you gain the next level, the top of this tower.
On this level, leading into one of the Leaf Chambers, is a closed Door in the shape of a slanted
vesica piscis. Inscribed upon the panelled wooden Door is the symbol that makes your mouth
suddenly part with the shock of remembering, though you can say nothing, only stare at it with
increasing noise in the area of your heart, increasing volume, the thunder of fear or excitement
or a desperate and savage want, want, want. But what do you want?
You pause, then knock. Your heart thuds.
There is no answer.
Silence expands.
You think you hear an invitation to enter, though if you do, the invitation is in some foreign
language and you wonder briefly if you are translating correctly.
It does not matter.
You try the Door handle. It is not locked. You hear the dead bolts slide inexorably open, you
hear the locking mechanism click. You open the Door, you enter.
The room is dominated by the great desk in the centre. You are staring at the enormous rear
side of a high-backed chair, presumably where the Librarian is sitting, reading a book or
composing a sonnet or re-organizing reality with some new shelving system. Or plotting other
wings to add to this infinite place. On the far side of the room is the Yoni-shaped window looking
out of the Tree of Portals. This window is sealed with an opaque blue screen.
You try to use words to make your presence known to the Librarian but words refuse your
mouth. Instead you slowly walk over to the other side of the desk to confront the Librarian you
have searched for, the one you fear. The Librarian you need. The Librarian who will show you
the Map of the Library so you may find the Book you seek, the Book with the Leaves you require.
The Librarian who will show you the Index Key, the Key that unlocks all the other stories so you
can discover how and where yours fits into the Epic Tale. So you may pass your Mage’s Testing
and Leave an Original Creation.
You find that your cellular structure is trembling. You find that your quivering atoms are
contributing to a large case of weak knees. Your breath pounds in your heart cavity, your heart
thrums back and skips a beat or seven or jumps the tracks so far that nobody will ever find you
again. You pass the desk. You turn to face the Librarian, the Author of this System you are
currently navigating.
The chair is empty.
A lone book sits on the desk.
Thump. What is that racket in your ribcage, you ask yourself.

You answer: It is just your heart’s messaging system.
Thump. It is rather loud and it is taking up your whole chest with its vibrations.
It is just your biological pump. That is all, no need for alarm.
With a thumping biological messaging system you sit down in the chair and examine the
book on the Librarian’s desk.
The title is engraved in gold: LEGENDS OF BABEL.
It is not your book, it is not your story, do not read it, comes a small voice from your heart, one that
speaks true. I must know how this Library was designed, you explain to that voice. First, I must know.
Before I can—
You sit down at the desk and turn open to the first page.
Sever no Feather, it begins.

